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Abstract—A noticeable objective of this work is to experiment
and test an optimization problem through comparing hillclimbing method with a hybrid method combining hill-climbing
and Latin-hyper-cube. These two methods are going to be tested
operating the same data-set in order to get the comparison result
for both methods. The result shows that the hybrid model has a
better performance than hill-climbing. Based on the number of
global optimum value occurrence, the hybrid model
outperformed 7.6% better than hill-climbing, and produced
more stable average global optimum value. However, the model
has a little longer running time due to a genuine characteristic of
the model itself.

in order to get the comparison result for both methods. Here,
the proposed hybrid method conjoining two methods LHC and
HC is a novel-configuration in optimizing. It is an optimization
method by dividing search-area via several definitive-clusters,
and conducting searching alternatives in each cluster.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
presents a literature overview about optimization, HC, and
LHC. The related works and experimental method is going to
be delivered in Section III and Section IV, respectively. In
Section V, we present experimental result and analysis. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Optimization, also known as mathematical programming, is
a process or action to obtain the highest achievable
performance under the given constraints. The final goal of all
optimization is to minimize the effort required or to maximize
the desired benefit. Several methods for optimization have
been developed are hill-climbing (HC) [1], simulatedannealing (SA) [2], generic algorithm [3], particle swarm
optimization [4], ant colony optimization [5], and others.
Many researchers have performed various studies in the
scope of optimization. Author in [6] conducted a study to
improve the sampling algorithm in the Bayesian network by
applying the Latin-hyper-cube (LHC) sample. This study
showed a better result compared to applying simple random
sampling. Author in [7] discussed the Quasi-Newton methods
which are an iterative optimization method. There is also a
study that used the hill-climbing optimization method which
was found to effectively detect grids on microarray images
taken from databases from GEO and Stanford genomic
laboratories [8]. Also, [9] constructed an optimization model
using simulated-annealing and hill-climbing then compared
them. The result said that hill-climbing consumed the shortest
running time. Author in [10] applied genetic algorithm to
optimize the control (process) parameters. Finally, [11]
explained the success of simulated-annealing method for global
optimization problems by studying the ideal version of the
algorithm.
The objective of this study is to scientifically experiment an
optimization problem by comparing HC method with a hybrid
method combining LHC and HC (L2HC). While HC is going
to use a random starting point in any position, the hybrid
method is divided starting point into several identified clusters.
This two methods are going to be tested using the same data set

II. LITERATURE OVERVIEW
A. Optimization
Optimization derived from Latin words „optimus‟ which
has the „best‟ meaning, it can be interpreted as a process of
finding conditions that provide optimal value from an objective
function [12]. The optimal value can be a minimum value or a
maximum value of the objective function in accordance with
the existing problems (Fig 1).
The combination method L2HC will be discussed in this
experimental paper. The HC method itself is included in the
method of mathematical programming or modern (nontraditional) optimization techniques that are very useful for
finding the optimal value of an objective function of several
variables that are in certain constraints. They are heuristic
methods and are often faster than exact methods, especially in
the case of non-linear objective functions with many variables.
While the LHC method is included in the statistical sampling
method which is a method for analyzing experimental data and
developing empirical models to get the most accurate
representation of the physical situation [13].
B. Hill Climbing
HC is a method that aims to find local maximum or
minimum values through simple iterations that continue to
move towards increasing values if looking for maximum
values or decreasing values if looking for minimum values
from an objective function to finding the nearest peak value or
closest valley point [12]. This method is very simple and has
been successfully applied to various optimization problems.
The success of this method is due to the fact that choosing a
heuristic that more accurately predicts the actual solution that
produces more opportunities to obtain the optimal solution
[1][8][14][15]. Pseudocode of HC method is displayed in Code
1. Searching for optimum value with HC method is greedy and
the search starts from a random starting point. This causes the
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optimum results can be the local optimum, except for the
random value of the luckiest starting point [16].

Code 2 shows a pseudocode for the LHC method when
implemented as an optimization method. Here, randomizing a
position from the population is required, and the clusters
checked then by using a function named
. It
will return a Boolean value and refers to equal status
(
) variable, returned „true‟ if it exceeds the maximum
number in that group, and „false‟ if it able. This random
process will stop when
is „false‟.
Code 2. Pseudocode of Latin-Hyper-Cube Method [12]
Procedure LatinHypercubeSampling()
Begin
<...variables definition...>
<...parameters cluster making...>
bestVal <-- 0
While(loopCount)
//randomizing new parameter combination and
//checking the equality
eqStatus <-- true
While(eqStatus=true)
//randomizing new parameter
cPos <-- random()
//checking cluster equality status
eqStatus<--checkCluster(cPos)
End while
cVal <-- objFunction(cPos)
//checking the best value
If(cVal > bestVal)
bestVal <-- cVal
bestPos <-- cPos
End if
loopCount++
End while
End

Fig. 1. Illustration of Optimization for Maximum and Minimum Value [13].

There are several parameters needed for the HC method,
some of them are mandatory; such as,
,
,
, which respectively represents the current value,
neighbor's best value, and best value (local or global optimum).
Based on the pseudocode, it can be comprehended that the
iteration process is going to be terminated when the local
optimum value has been obtained. That is when there is no
value from the
variable that is better than the
value of the
variable.
Code 1. Pseudocode of Hill Climbing Method [12]
-

Procedure HillClimbing()
Begin
<...variables definition...>
//randomizing new parameter combination
cPos <-- random()
cVal <-- objFunction(cPos)
//looping until local optimum is found
While(search is not terminated)
//finding the best neighbor
bestNeighbor <-- getBestNeighbor()
//finding local optimum
If(cVal>=bestNeighbor)
Local optimum is found
Search is terminated
Else //move to next position
cVal <-- bestNeighbor
cPos <-- bestNPos
End if
End while
End

III. RELATED WORKS
Numerous studies exploring about LHC or HC method
have been already conducted by many researchers. Author in
[20] adopted LHC sampling to design a sophisticated gas
turbine. This sampling method is applied recursively to identify
the most important input parameters. Author in [21] proposed a
new method named „IDLHCSA‟ for history matching to get
reliable forecast. „IDLHCSA‟ combines iterative discrete
Latin-hyper-cube (IDLHC) to find good matched models with
SA method.

C. Latin-Hyper-Cube
LHC was proposed by [17], which is a method for selecting
samples from populations. LHC has been proven to be able to
reduce variance [18] and produce better analysis results
compared to simple random sampling method [19]. In this
method, how many intervals of equal probability so input
variable value can be divided into several cubes according to
the intervals are firstly determined. Each parameter
combination is randomly selected and is determined how many
combinations of parameters can be in the same group. After
getting a combination of parameters randomly, check which
group of parameters the combination is. If it exceeds the
maximum number of parameter combinations in that group, the
value must be randomized again [12].

Furthermore, [22] examined the performance of HC
method for mesh router node placement in wireless mesh
network. The result shows that connectivity and user coverage
are achieved well. Author in [23] applied smart HC using the
ideas of LHC sampling to find an optimal configuration for
web application server. This proposed method can learn from
previous searches and more efficient than traditional heuristic
methods. Also, [24] operated HC method to prove about
statement of „optimization has a better solution when it closer
to the local optimum value‟ is wrong. Besides the local
optimum value, number of steps to reach the local optimum
also needs to be considered.
Particular in hybrid model, [25], in discussing a
communication behavior for social dynamical systems, studied
a hybrid opinion network containing of continuous valued and
discrete valued agents. The agents talked about were copier,
voter, and averager agents. Here, the communication
topologies were modeled. The study concluded that the voters‟
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existence has dissimilar impact on the evolution and consensus
value of negotiation process.
Additionally, [26] also investigated resilient consensus
problem in hybrid multi-agent system. The hybrid multi agent
system itself consists of continuous time and discrete time
dynamical agents. Author in [26] successfully constructed a
hybrid censoring strategy to reach resilient consensus. The
consensus here defined as compromise between cooperative
agents and Byzantine agents (as uncooperative agents).
IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This experiment involved five stages (Fig 2); i.e.
preliminary study, construct model, data preparation,
experiment, and evaluation. In the fisrt stage, optimization,
HC, and LHC methods were learned deeply. Then, the model
was constructed using class diagram. For the next two stages,
python 3.6 is functioned methodically for generating the data
set and test the optimization method. We performed this
experiment by using 7th generation of Intel core i7 processor,
8GB RAM, and operating system Windows 10 64-bit as the
hardware and software specifications. With the help of
interpolate.lagrange from scipy library and linspace from
numpy, data are generated (Fig. 3) and the equation is provided
in 1). It is going to produce interpolated values randomly.
The last stage is to perform an evaluation by analyzing the
experiment result.
In addition, while doing the experiment stage, each method
randomizes 100 starting point for one process. It means that
HC will do 100 iterations while hybrid L2HC will do 20
iterations with 5 starting point for each iteration. This process
is done 10 times in this work so the total iteration obtained is
1000 iterations.

(1)
Preliminary
Study

Construct
Model

Data
Preparation

Experiment
(Testing)

Fig. 2. Experiment Stages.

V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Schematically, the constructed model is configured by Fig
4. It consists of three classes, where class L2HC (the class
symbolizes the proposed hybrid model) is consisting two
classes LHC and HC. All attributes defined in a main class,
where they practically belong to and able to be equipped by
both classes LHC and HC.
The pseudocode of L2HC is provided in Code 3. HC has
seven parameters that are initiated and defined (section B). The
first is
which defines the initial position that
will be used in the optimization search and
is
the value of that
.
Then,
best
neighbor

defines the position of the
around
and
is
the
value
of
that
.
is found when there is
no neighbor that have better value than current value, and
is a Boolean which indicates when the
search must stop. There are also operations that are used here,
they are
where the objective function for
optimization is defined,
for initial
positioning,
to find the best neighbour
value,
, and
to find the best
value.
The idea of hybrid L2HC method is applying LHC method
to HC method. This method is done by dividing the data into
several clusters using clustering operation and running a HC
method in each cluster. It must be ensured that the process is
run only once on each cluster, this is checked by the
function. Can be concluded here that the
other parameters used in L2HC model are
,
, and
.
The challenging work in developing the proposed model is
to merge the part of clustering algorithm with the part of HC
searching. At this point, the searching part was inserted in the
clustering looping fragment (see Code 3). It technically affects
that the proposed model operates two types of looping block
for both checking the clusters and searching the optimal value.

Evaluation

Practically, it was dissimilar with [25] and [26] for catching
consensus rate, here we constructed a hybrid model via
combining two types of methods for obtaining new
optimization value for heuristic optimization problem.
After running 10 times process, the number of occurrence
of HC method to get the global optimum value was 73 and
hybrid L2HC got 85 times global optimum value from 1,000
iterations. From the obtained global optimum, 53.8% is
produced by the hybrid method, outperforming HC method
around 7.6%. Details of number occurrence for each process
can be seen in Fig 5.

Fig. 3. Dataset Operated in Experiment.

The average of local optimum obtained from each iteration
is calculated and presented in Fig 6. We can see 8 out of 10
processes show hybrid L2HC method is better than HC. Also,
the average obtained by hybrid L2HC method is much more
stable. In other hands, HC produces an up and down average
value. This can be happened because LHC will divide
population into several clusters and randomize starting point
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for each cluster. So the starting point for each iteration in the
process more or less will be in the similar position. Therefore,
it will lead to a similar local optimum value.
Code 3. Pseudocode of the Hybrid L2HC Method
Procedure LHS_HC()
Begin
initialize iteration
initialize numCluster
while(it<iteration)
<...variables definition...>
<...parameters cluster making...>
While(loopCount<numCluster)
eqStatus <-- true
While(eqStatus = true)
cPos <-- random()
eqStatus <-- checkCluster(cPos)
End While
search <-- true
cVal <-- objFunction(cPos)
While(search is not terminated)
bestNeighbor <-getBestNeigh(cPos,
totalData)
If(cVal>=bestNeighbor)
opt = cVal
//Local optimum is found
Search is terminated
Else //move to next position
cVal <-- bestNeighbor
cPos <-- bestNPos
End if
End While
loopCount++
End while
it++
End while
End

Fig. 6. Average Comparison of Optimum Value.
TABLE. I.

Running Time

Average

AVERAGE OF RUNNING TIME FOR EACH PROCESS
Hill Climbing

Hyper-Cube-Hill-Climbing

0,001718695

0,002031107

0,001718657

0,001718674

0,002031164

0,002968359

0,002031169

0,002031209

0,001562223

0,002187619

0,001562517

0,002187636

0,002187026

0,001874907

0,00203126

0,002030938

0,001718521

0,001718628

0,002031105

0,001562419

0,001859234

0,002031150

Furthermore, average of running time is also calculated and
displayed in Table I. Here, we got a fact about the average
running time of 10 times process with hybrid L2HC method is
more worse than HC. Hybrid L2HC need more time to
randomizing the starting point. It will always randomize if
starting point in one iteration has the same cluster.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 4. Constructed Model.

Experiments using two optimization model, namely, HC
and hybrid L2HC, were done in this work. The conclusion
revealed that hybrid L2HC has a better performance than HC
itself. Based on the number of global optimum value
occurrence, hybrid L2HC model outperformed 7.6% better
than HC, and from the average comparison of the global
optimum value, hybrid L2HC model is more stable and has a
greater number. However, hybrid L2HC has a little longer
running time. This happened because when randomizing the
starting position, it is going to check whether the cluster where
the position is located has been initialized or not, while hill
climbing does not do the cluster checking first.
The future study for this work is regarding the effectiveness
of the model. Although both models are good for optimization
problems, it is found in this work that the effectiveness of both
HC and hybrid L2HC are still need to be improved. Their
effectiveness respectively are only 7.3% and 8.5%.
Considering this value, hopefully further research can improve
the model.

Fig. 5. Comparison of Global Optimum Occurrence.
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